Your Turf Just Got a
Whole Lot Greener
How does Ecocycle Technology improve
my turf netting?
TM

Conwed’s netting with Ecocycle Technology is
“programmed” to provide the end user with the same useful
life, as standard netting, with no loss in properties. Yet after
the intended useful life the netting breaks down faster

[ One or two large hero shots on the front side ]

providing an increased value to the turf grower and their
customer.
The netting integrity is not compromised during its
functional life, but provides the added benefit of controlled
degradability.

Why use Conwed turf netting with
Ecocycle Technology?
TM

Ecocycle Technology addresses the market’s request for an
affordable degradable netting. SodNet® and SodWrap™ turf
netting made with Ecocycle Technology is programmed to
degrade when it is no longer needed, with or without the
requirement of direct sunlight making both turf nettings a
greener solution. Due to Ecocycle Technology, turf
reinforcement netting and big roll turf wrap deliver the
affordable, reliable performance you expect while reducing
environmental impacts and entanglement with equipment.
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www.conwedplastics.com/Ecocycle
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How does Ecocycle Technology accomplish this?
TM

With Ecocycle Technology, Conwed is able to modify the netting enabling it to lose strength at a
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netting becomes brittle breaking into small fragments. The fragments from the initial degradation,
under the proper conditions, can be broken down further until they are digestible by microbes in a
second stage of biodegradation.

Ask for Ecocycle Technology in your turf netting.
TM

SodNet® & SodWrap09 netting based on Ecocycle Technology offers one of the most effective and economical
ways to address increasing concerns over the environmental impact of single use plastic products.
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Ecocycle Technology Degradation Charts
TM

SODWRAPTM
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Degradation rate of SodNet made with EcocycleTM Technology
chart assumptions.

Degradation rate of SodWrap made with Ecocycle
Technology chart assumptions.

!"Recommended storage guidelines were followed.

!"Recommended storage guidelines were followed.
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800-441-8262
www.tamanetusa.com

TM

Lit Code: EcoTurf 0109

Netting Strength (%)

SODNET®

